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1. Introduction. The mean convergence of Jacobi series has been

investigated by Pollard in [4] and Wing in [6]. Their results, how-

ever, are only valid if a 2:— § and |32: — J while Jacobi series are

usually considered for all a and fi greater than — 1. The purpose of

this paper is to fill this gap; the main result is the following.

Theorem 1. Assumethata> —1,/3> —1, Kp< °o and let s^a'e)(x)

denote the nth partial sum of the Jacobi polynomial series for f(x) with

parameters a and /3. Assume that \a — | — \a + l/p\ <min(J, J + §o;)

and that the same is true with a and a replaced by b and /3. 77?ew there

exists a constant, C, independent of f and w, such that

f    | Sn'?\x)(l - x)°(l + x)* \*dx ̂  C f    I /(x)(l - x)\l + x)" \Pdx.

If a 2: — |, /32: — §, a=a/p and b=j3/p, this is Pollard's result, and

if a 2: — §, /3 2: — §, a = \a and b = \$, this is the Jacobi polynomial

version of Wing's result. The mean convergence result follows from

Theorem 1 and is as follows.

Corollary. If a, /?, a, b and p satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 1

andf(x) is such that the right side of the conclusion of Theorem 1 is finite,

then

lim    f    I (sna*\x) ~f(x))(l - x)"(l + x)" \Pdx = 0.
n—.oo    %J _j

These are also the best possible results in the following sense.

Theorem 2. If a> — 1, j3> — 1, Kp<<*> and either a or b does not

satisfy the condition in Theorem 1, then the conclusions of Theorem 1

and the corollary are both false.

The general method of proof of Theorem 1 is to use the reduction

derived by Pollard in [3] for the same purpose. This is combined with

a weighted Hilbert transform inequality from [2] to produce the

result. As usual, Theorem 2 is proved by estimating lower bounds of

various integrals.
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2. Results needed.  The Jacobi  polynomials, Pn(a,^(x)  will be

defined as they are in [5]. (4.1.3), p. 59 of [5] states that

(2.D Pr\x) = (-i)"Pr\-x).

Theorem 7.32.2, p. 167 of [5] shows that there is a constant, C,

independent of x and re such that

(2.2) | Pr\x) I   ^ CnW(i - x + re-2)-(1/2,-1/4,        0 = , = 1.

Theorem 8.21.12, p. 195 of [5] shows that there are positive con-

stants, Cx and C2, independent of re and x, such that for re ̂  1

I P»*\x) |   ^ Ci(l - x)~am° [ Ja(N cos"1 x) I

II 1\ //1 .-U/2)a+l/4   -3/2 -2
(2.3) 1(1 — x) n     ,    0 = at = 1 — re

—  C2 \ a —2
1(1 - a:)re , ,    1 - »     ^ -r ̂  1,

where iV = re-H(a+|3 + l). Using (1.71.7) and (1.71.1), pp. 14-15 of
[5] to estimate the Bessel function in (2.3) shows that there are posi-

tive constants, Cx and C2, independent of x and re, such that for re ̂  1

and O^x^l— n~2

n£i \Pr(x)\ = a - xy™-1 v"
(2.4J

[I         /           _i           air        ir\                   C2
Cx   COS ( N COS     X-)-,

IV                        2        4/        w(l - x)1'2!

and for re^l and 1 —re_2^x^l

(2.5) | Pn     (x) |   ^ Ciw   — L2n     (1 — *)     .

Now define

(2.6) &B(x, y) = 2^ -;-

i=0   f   [Alfd-'l'dT^
•J -1

and let

(2.7) hx(n, x, y) = (n + l)P„a^(x)Pna^ (y),

ns\ 1,, ^      »(1 - y )P„    (x)Pn-x        (y)
(2.8) A2(w, .t, y) =-—

x — y

and
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(2.9) hz(n, x, y) = h2(n, y, x).

Following the procedure used by Pollard on pp. 357-8 of [3] and

using (4.3.3), (4.5.2), (4.5.5) and (4.21.7) on pp. 68, 71, 72 and 63
respectively of [5] shows that fora>—1,/3>—1 and w2:2 that

(2.10) kn(x, y) = ajix + bn(h2 + h3)

where the numbers an and bn depend only on w, a and p\ Furthermore,

the values of the coefficients in the expressions from [5] show that

the numbers | an\ and | bn\ are bounded above by a constant depend-

ing only on a and /3.

The following lemma will be needed; it is Lemma 8 of [2]. It is also

a simple consequence of the theorem mentioned at the end of §6,

p. 372 of [1].

Lemma. Ifl<p<«>, r>-l/p, s<l-l/p, R<1 -1/p, S>-1/p,
r 2: R and s^S, then there exists a constant, C, independent off, such that

C °° I Cx f(y)   ii        ii p
I I       - | x\r(l +   \x\ )s~rdy   dx

J _„ \J _„ x — y

£ c f   \f(y)\y\R(i + \y\)s-R\Pdy.
"   -00

3. Proof of Theorem 1 and the corollary. The proof of Theorem 1

for n 2:2 consists of showing for i = 1, 2 and 3 that

(3.1) f      f f(y)hi(n, x, y)(l - y)«(l - *)-(l + x)"dy "dx
J -1 I J 0

is bounded by the right side of the conclusion of Theorem 1; this is

sufficient by (2.10), the fact that | an\ and | bn\ are bounded and the

symmetry of the theorem statement and (2.1). For w = 0 and 1 it is

sufficient to obtain the bound for (3.1) just for i = 1.

For i = l it is immediate from (2.2) and Holder's inequality that

(3.1) has the desired bound. For i = 2 and 3 (3.1) is bounded above by

a constant times the sum of

(3.2) f     ' ( f   I f(y)hi(n, x, y) \ (I - y)"(l + x)»dyjdx

and

(3.3) f      I f  f(y)hi(n, x, y)(l - y)"(l - x)"dy "dx.
•I -1/2 I "  0
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In (3.2) substitute in the value of hi and replace \x— y\ by f. (2.2)

and Holder's inequality will produce the desired bound for (3.2).

For i = 2 use the definition of h2 and (2.2) to show that (3.3) equals

C1    \  r1 (l-y)a+1(l-x)^(x,n)^(y,n)f(y)dy \>
(3.4)     I I-dx

J-x/tUo    (l-y+w-2)(1/2)a+8/4(l-*+»-2)(1/2)oH-1/4(.v- y)\

where <p and \p are bounded functions depending only on their indi-

cated arguments, a and |8. Now make the changes of variable

X = n2(l—x) and F=re2(l— y) and drop <p and \p since they will not

affect the estimate. (3.4) then becomes

/.3n2/2i   ~n*                       Ya+1X"f(y)dY P
-—-dX.

0        IJ0     (l+lO(1/2)a+3/4(l+X)'I/2)a+1/4(Ar-F)

The lemma then shows that (3.5) is bounded above by

\f(y)Ya\pdY.
0

Changing the variable in (3.6) back to y shows that (3.6) has the

desired bound.

The estimation of (3.3) for i = 3 is exactly the same. This completes

the proof of Theorem 1.

The corollary is proved in the usual way using theorem 3.1.5, p. 40

of [5]. That theorem shows that given/(x) for which the right side

of the conclusion of Theorem 1 is finite, there exist polynomials, g(x),

that make fix [\f(x)—g(x)\ (1— x)a(l+x)b]pdx arbitrarily small. By

Theorem 1 the same integral with f(x) — g(x) replaced by the differ-

ence of their reth partial sums is small, and if re is large enough, g(x)

equals its reth partial sum. Minkowski's inequality then completes

the proof.

4. Proof of Theorem 2. Let f(x) be a function for which the right

side of the conclusion of Theorem 1 is finite. Let c„ be the reth coeffi-

cient in/'s Jacobi series. If Theorem 1 is true, then

(4.1) j     I  CnPn''\x)(l   -  X)"(l  +  xf^dx

is bounded by the right side of the conclusion of Theorem 1. Using

(4.3.3), p. 68 of [5] and reducing the intervals of integration shows

that

(4.2)     f ' I Pn"*\x)(l - x)" \Pdx I f \if(y)Pna'*\y)(l - y)"dy '
Jo I" 0
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has the same bound. Using the converse of Holder's inequality then

shows that there is a constant, K, such that

(4.3) f1\nmP^)(x)(l-x)a\Pdx
-I o

•     I     | «    P*      (y)(l - y)      \ dy S K.

Now (2.4) and (2.5) can be used to obtain lower bounds of the

integrals in (4.3). To facilitate this, observe that there is a number, B,

such that if 1 —x changes by a factor of B on [s, t] and [5, t]

C [0, 1— n~2], then w cos-1^ —w cos_1£2:27r. Because of this, the

cosine in (2.4) can be replaced by a constant when estimating the

integrals in (4.3). Estimating those integrals over [0, §] by use of

(2.4) shows that both are bounded below by a positive constant.

Therefore, both integrals in (4.2) are bounded above by a constant.

If a equals the lower bound given for it in the hypothesis of Theorem

1, (2.4) or (2.5) can be used to show that the first integral in (4.3) is

not bounded as a function of w. The form of the integral shows that

if it is not bounded for a particular a, it is not bounded for a smaller

value of a. Similarly, if a is greater than or equal to the given upper

bound, the second integral in (4.3) is unbounded. The same reasoning

shows that b must satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem

1. This completes the proof of Theorem 2 as it applies to Theorem 1.

The fact that Theorem 2 is true for the corollary follows immedi-

ately from the preceeding and the Banach-Steinhaus theorem.
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